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Correspondence, Office of White House

OA 17145
Agency Liaison Letters – 1981 (Binder)
Agency Liaison Letters – 1982 (Binder)
Agency Liaison Letters – 1983 (Binder)
Agency Liaison Letters – 1984 (Binder)
Agency Liaison Letters – 1985 (Binder)
Agency Liaison Letters – 1986-1988 (Binder)

OA 18923
Hardship Correspondence – 1982 – A
Hardship Correspondence – 1982 – B
Hardship Correspondence – 1982 – C
Hardship Correspondence – 1982 – D
Hardship Correspondence – 1982 – E
Hardship Correspondence – 1982 – F
Hardship Correspondence – 1982 – G
Hardship Correspondence – 1982 – H-Z
Hardship Correspondence – 1983 – A-H
Hardship Correspondence – 1983 – I-R
Hardship Correspondence – 1983 – S-Z

OA 18924
Hardship Correspondence – 1984 – A-J
Hardship Correspondence – 1984 – K-Z
Hardship Correspondence – 1985 – A-Z
Hardship Correspondence – 1986 – A-Z
Hardship Correspondence – 1987 – A-Z
Hardship Correspondence – 1988 – A-Z
Hardship Correspondence – 1989 – A-Z